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CGM – complex multiphase medium

Tumlinson, J., Peeples, M.S. & Werk, J.K. (2017) The Circumgalactic Medium

Complex (but 
there is some 
order)!
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Characterizing 
outflows and 
inflows is crucial 
for understanding 
galaxy evolution.



Studying CGM in absorption

Quasar sight-lines

Allows to study low density / 
low column density gas

The Astrophysical Journal, 734:24 (25pp), 2011 June 10 Prochaska, Kasen, & Rubin

Recent studies of z ! 1 star-forming galaxies have revealed
that the cool outflowing gas often exhibits significant resonant-
line emission (e.g., Mg ii, Na i) in tandem with the nearly
ubiquitous blueshifted absorption (Weiner et al. 2009; Martin &
Bouché 2009; Rubin et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2010). The resultant
spectra resemble the P-Cygni profile characteristic of stellar
winds. This phenomenon was first reported by Phillips (1993),
who observed blueshifted absorption and redshifted emission for
the Na i transition in the spectrum of the local starburst galaxy
NGC 1808. More recently, Weiner et al. (2009), who studied
Mg ii absorption in z ! 1.4 galaxies, reported Mg ii emission
in a small subset of the individual galaxy spectra of their large
sample. These were excluded from the full analysis on concerns
that the emission was related to AGN activity. The stacked
spectra of the remaining galaxies, however, also indicated Mg ii
emission, both directly and when the authors modeled and
“removed” the v " 0 km s#1 absorption component. The
authors suggested that the emission could be related to back-
scattered light in the wind, but presumed that it was related to
weak AGN activity. Very similar Mg ii emission was observed
by Rubin et al. (2010) who repeated the analysis of Weiner et al.
(2009) on a set of lower redshift galaxies.

Bright Mg ii line emission has also been reported for indi-
vidual galaxies at z ! 0.7 by Rubin et al. (2011; see also K.
Rubin et al. 2011, in preparation). In their analysis of a single
galaxy spectrum, Rubin et al. (2011) further demonstrated that
the Mg ii line emission is spatially extended and used the size
of the emission to infer that the wind extends to at least 7 kpc
from the galaxy. These authors additionally detected line emis-
sion from non-resonant Fe ii$ transitions and attributed the emis-
sion to fluorescence powered by Fe ii resonant absorption. In
other words, these photons are re-emitted by the wind into
our sightline and are analogous to the emitted photons in a
P-Cygni profile. Line emission that may be related to outflows
is also observed for z ! 3 LBGs in the resonant Ly! transition
and non-resonant Si ii$ transitions4 (Pettini et al. 2002; Shapley
et al. 2003). This emission likely arises from a completely dif-
ferent physical process than those generating X-ray and H!
emission (e.g., shocks), and presumably probes both the cool
gas at the base of the wind and the outskirts of the flow (i.e.,
wherever a given transition is optically thick). A comprehen-
sive analysis of the scattered and fluorescent emission related to
galactic-scale outflows (e.g., via deep integral-field-unit (IFU)
observations; Swinbank et al. 2005; Westmoquette et al. 2008)
may offer unique diagnostics on the spatial extent, morphol-
ogy, and density of the outflow from distant galaxies, eventually
setting tighter constraints on the energetics of the flow.

Although astronomers are rapidly producing a wealth of ob-
servational data sets on galactic-scale winds, a key ingredient
to a proper analysis is absent. Just as comparisons between ob-
served supernova (SN) light curves and spectra and radiative
transfer calculations of SNe models have provided crucial in-
sight into the physics driving, e.g., standard candle relationships
for both Type Ia and IIP SNe (Kasen & Woosley 2007, 2009),
modeling of the observable signatures of galactic outflows is
necessary for understanding the physical properties of the gas
and ultimately the physics driving the flows. In this paper, we
take the first steps toward modeling the absorption and emission
properties of cool gas outflows as observed in one-dimensional
spectra and by IFUs. Using Monte Carlo radiative transfer tech-
niques, we study the nature of Mg ii and Fe ii absorption and

4 See also France et al. (2010) for a new example at z ! 0.

Figure 1. Energy level diagrams for the Mg ii ""2796, 2803 doublet and the
UV1 multiplet of Fe ii transitions (based on Figure 7 from Hartigan et al. 1999).
Each transition shown is labeled by its rest wavelength (Å) and Einstein A
coefficient (s#1). Black upward arrows indicate the resonance-line transitions,
i.e., those connected to the ground state. The 2p63p configuration of Mg+ is
split into two energy levels that give rise to the Mg ii ""2796, 2803 doublet.
Both the 3d 64s ground state and 3d 64p upper level of Fe+ exhibit fine-structure
splitting that gives rise to a series of electric-dipole transitions. The downward
(green) arrows show the Fe ii* transitions that are connected to the resonance-
line transitions (i.e., they share the same upper energy levels). We also show a
pair of transitions (Fe ii$ ""2618, 2631; red and dashed lines) that arise from
higher levels in the z 6D0 configuration. These transitions have not yet been
observed in galactic-scale outflows and are not considered in our analysis.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

emission for winds with a range of properties, accounting for
the effects of resonant scattering and fluorescence. Although
the winds are idealized, the results frequently contradict our
intuition and challenge the straightforward conversion of ob-
servables to (even crude) physical constraints. These findings
have a direct bearing on recent and upcoming surveys of galac-
tic outflows, particularly those which make use of Mg ii and
Fe ii transitions to probe outflow properties.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the methodology of our radiative transfer algorithms. These are
applied to a fiducial wind model in Section 3 and variations of
this model in Section 4. In Section 5, we explore wind models
with a broader range of density and velocity laws. We discuss
the principal results and connect to observations in Section 6. A
brief summary is given in Section 7.

2. METHODOLOGY

This section describes our methodology for generating
emission/absorption profiles from simple wind models.

2.1. The Radiative Transitions

In this paper, we focus on two sets of radiative transitions
arising from Fe+ and Mg+ ions (Table 1 and Figure 1). This is a
necessarily limited set, but the two ions and their transitions do
have characteristics shared by the majority of low-ion transitions
observed in cool-gas outflows. Therefore, many of the results
that follow may be generalized to observational studies that
consider other atoms and ions tracing cool gas.

The Mg+ ion, with a single 3s electron in the ground
state, exhibits an alkali doublet of transitions at " " 2800 Å
analogous to the Ly! doublet of neutral hydrogen. Figure 1
presents the energy level diagram for this Mg ii ""2796, 2803
doublet. In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, the 2p63p
energy level is said to be split by spin–orbit coupling, giving the
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This talk: focus on MgII λλ 2796,2803  

Useful tracer of the cool 𝑇 ≈ 10!𝐾
CGM, because .. 

- Easy accesible from the ground for 𝑧 ≳ 0.2
- Easy identifiable as a doublet
- Strong (high 𝑓"#$ , Mg is a relatively 

abundant metal)
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MUSE(Blue)MUSEBlueMUSE

MgII redshift coverage:
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Interpreting absorption w.r.t. associated galaxy

𝛼: azimuthal angle
b: impact parameter
i: inclination of galaxy

Orientation of galaxy w.r.t. quasar sightline Kinematics of galaxy

Vel [km/s]Fl
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Panoramic IFU spectrographs (BlueMUSE)   -> revolutionize(d) the efficiency of such observations
Several surveys:  MusE GAs FLow and Wind (MEGAFLOW) – 22 quasar fields – 79 strong MgII absorbers

Also e.g.: Lofthouse+20, Dutta+20 (MAGG); Hamanowicz+20 (MUSE-ALMA); Muzahid+20 (MUSEQuBES); Chen+20 (CUBS) 
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“One for all” vs “all for one”

One for all All for one

Alternative : Multiple Background galaxies 
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MEGAFLOW I (Schroetter+16)
MEGAFLOW II (Zabl+19),
MEGAFLOW III (Schroetter+19)
MEGAFLOW V (Wendt+20; ArXiv)
MEGAFLOW VI (Schroetter+; subm,)
MEGAFLOW VII (Freundlich+; subm)



How many background galaxies available?

For observerd magnitude limit I = 24 mag

Assuming LFs from Dahlen+05, Moutard+20 

Further boost: 
Use groups and clusters as background 
sources. 
BlueMUSE covers MgII below redshifts 
where groups/clusters are abundant.

In normal fields with BlueMUSE:
Multiple foreground galaxies with > 
2 galaxies within 100kpc of the 
foreground galaxy. 
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The importance of spectral resolution

𝐸𝑊!"#"$ =
𝑛%"&
𝑅 𝑆𝑁

𝜆'

• Spectral resolution 𝑅 = 𝜆 / Δ𝜆
• SN – signal to noise per spectral resolution 

element   

1. Allows to determine velocity more accurately
2. Allows to split velocity components

3. Improves detection limits

For fixed exposure time (assuming 
photon noise limited):

SN ∝
1
𝑅

⇒ 𝐸𝑊%&'&( ∝
1
√𝑅

Richard+2019

Example: 
𝑟𝐸𝑊)*+, = 0.3 Å 𝑟𝐸𝑊)-./ = 0.2 Å
SN per resolution element:  10 / 12

BlueMUSE

MUSE
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Tumlinson+2002



Testing the biconical outflow model with two sightlines 

z=0.7 galaxy
z=1.4 background galaxy

Background quasar (PSF subtracted)

towards observer

MEGAFLOW IV: Zabl+ 2020
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Testing the biconical outflow model with two sightlines 

MgII
MODEL 
(MUSE) 

Observations confirm velocity shift 
expected from model

MgII
DATA 

(MUSE) 

Background
galaxy

Background
quasar

4578 J. Zabl et al.

Figure 1. Comparison between data and model for the Mg II absorption seen in the MUSE spectrum for two sightlines through the CGM of the main galaxy.
(A) 9.8 arcsec ! 9.8 arcsec field, corresponding to 70 kpc ! 70 kpc at z = 0.70, around the main foreground galaxy shown as colour image with pseudo z’, r’, V
broad-band MUSE images in the red, green, and blue channels, respectively. The quasar was subtracted, but residuals are visible. The main foreground galaxy
(centre) is surrounded by three bright background sources: the quasar towards the top (orange star), the bright galaxy towards the bottom (back1; red ellipse),
and the second galaxy close to the quasar (back2; cyan ellipse). (B) View of the assumed CGM model (see Section 4) on the sky plane. The approaching
outflow cone is indicated as solid concentric circles, while the receding outflow cone is indicated by dotted circles. For the extended gas disc, the rotation
line-of-sight velocity field is overlaid. The orientation is identical to (A) and the positions of the quasar and back1 are indicated by the orange dot and the
red surface-brightness ellipse, respectively. (C) Geometry of the same model as in B, but here with the line-of-sight direction on the x-axis. The point-source
sightline for the quasar (orange) and the extended sightline for back1 (red) are indicated. The cone is hollow in the inner part. (D) Mg II !!2796, 2803
line-of-sight kinematics simulated at the resolution of MUSE based on the model shown in (B) and (C) and described in Section 5.3 for the quasar (orange;
offset by + 1) and back1(red) sightlines, respectively. Both the 2796 and 2803 Å lines of the Mg II doublet are shown (dotted/solid; almost identical). The
model parameters are listed as ‘disc+wind’ model in Table 4. (E) Mg II line-of-sight kinematics measured with MUSE in the background quasar (orange;
offset by + 1) and galaxy spectra (red), respectively. The zero-velocity corresponds to the systemic redshift of the main galaxy (z = 0.70344) as measured
from the [OII] emission.

Table 1. Geometrical orientation of the system. (1) Background object ID;
(2) redshift; (3) impact parameter measured from main z = 0.70 foreground
galaxy (kpc at redshift of main); (4) azimuthal angle w.r.t. the major axis
of main (deg); (5) magnitude in 1 arcsec diameter aperture measured in
pseudo-V filter created from MUSE data.

Object z b " mV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Quasar 1.484 16.8 ± 0.7 81 ± 8 18.5
Back1 1.417 8.8 ± 0.7 " 109 ± 9 24.7
Back2 0.809 20.5 ± 0.7 115 ± 8 24.0

the uncertainties on position angle and centroid of the main galaxy
(cf. Section 3.2 and Appendix A).

3.2 The main galaxy’s properties

The spectrum of the main z = 0.704 galaxy is shown in Fig. 2.
The galaxy shows visibly weaker line emission than is typical

for star-forming galaxies on the star-forming ‘main sequence’
(MS) at this redshift (e.g. Speagle et al. 2014; Boogaard et al.
2018). Quantitatively, we found the galaxy to have a stellar mass
of log (M#/M$) = 9.8+0.4

"0.0 and a star formation rate (SFR) of
0.5+0.3

"0.2 M$ yr"1.
The corresponding specific SFR (sSFR = 0.07 ± 0.06 Gyr"1) is

"0.6+0.2
"0.6 dex (or %1.5# ) below the MS prediction for z = 0.70

(Boogaard et al. 2018). This means our galaxy is similar to ‘green
valley’ galaxies.

We determined the stellar mass and SFR as in paper II. In short,
we estimated M# from SED fitting using our custom code CONIECTO

(see also Zabl et al. 2016) on 13 pseudo-medium band filters created
from the MUSE spectrum.3 Other values obtained from the SED
fit are listed in Table 2. The (instantaneous) SFR was determined
starting from the measured [OII] flux, correcting it for extinction

3Different from paper II, we assumed a delayed $ star formation history
[SFH; SFR & t ! exp("t/$ )], with t being the elapsed cosmic time since
the galaxy started forming stars.

MNRAS 492, 4576–4588 (2020)
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MgII in emission

One for all All for one
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Not discussed: extended background sources: 
e.g. Peroux+18; lensed background arcs, e.g. Lopez+18 



MgII in emission

Martin+2013

Rubin+2011

Why can we expect extended MgII 2796, 2803  
emission:

- Resonant line (like Lya): Photons originating from the 
galaxy scatter at the MgII in the CGM

- Additional MgII emission might be produced inplace 
in radiative shocks in the outflows (or tidally stripped 
gas)

- But emission expected to be faint (some early 
successes: Rubin+2011, Martin+2013; but also non-
detections e.g. Rickards Vaught+2019)

- Situation changing thanks to IFUs (VLT/MUSE, 
Keck/KCWI)

- BlueMUSE:   z=0.25 vs z=0.7 (MgII cut-off)
-> w. cosmo. SB dimming (1+z)-4

-> factor of 3 in SB 

KCWI: Burchett+2020 
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MgII Emission at z=0.7?
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Deep MEGAFLOW fields (~10hr):
- Goal: Detect MgII emission 

around galaxies, whose halo 
is also probed by quasar 
sightline

MEGAFLOW VIII -
Zabl+ submitted

Other MUSE GTO MgII 
emission papers: 
Wisotzki+ in prep
Leclercq + in prep



MgII spectra – Total

Quick facts:
Area: 10/ kpc)
(above SB0122 = 14×1034+erg s34 cm3)arcsec3))
Flux:   fMgII(2796+2803) = 41×1034+erg s34 cm3)

(LMgII= 9×10!.erg s34 )
Doublet ratio: 1.9 ± 0.3 (-> optically thin scattering)  
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MEGAFLOW VIII - Zabl+ submitted



MgII spectra – spatially resolved

Regions  1-4:   0.0 < r < 7.2 kpc
Regions  5-8:   7.2 < r < 20 kpc 

• Central spectrum shows 
little features

• Major axis regions 
consistent with extension 
of galaxy rotation field

• Most of the emission 
comes from the outer part

• Minor axis regions 
consistent with biconical 
outflow
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MEGAFLOW VIII - Zabl+ submitted



Comparison to other objects in literature

[OII] halos
- R19: Rupke+19 (KCWI)

FeII* halos
- F17: Finley+17 (MUSE)

- No need for (current) starburst
- No apparent inclination requirement (W20 face-on)
- Maybe preference for clumpy morphology?

MgII halos:
- main: this work
- R11: Rubin+11 (also Burchett 2020)
- M13: Martin+13
- W20: Wisotzki et al. in prep

(MUSE)
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Conclusions
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Mapping the cool CGM with MgII, either

with multiple background sources
or

in emission

is possible with MUSE.

But BlueMUSE will dramatically enhance the possibilities of 
such studies (by going to lower redshifts / higher spectral 
resolution.

Thanks for listening


